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ABSTRACT

The rst deep atalogue of the H i Parkes All Sky Survey (HiPASS) is presented,
overing the South Celestial Cap (SCC) region. The SCC area is 2400 square degrees,
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and overs Æ < 62o . The average RMS noise for the survey is 13 mJy beam 1. Five
hundred and thirty-six galaxies have been atalogued a ording to their neutral hydrogen ontent, in luding 114 galaxies that have no previous atalogued opti al ounterpart.
This is the largest sample of galaxies from a blind H i survey to date. Most galaxies in
opti ally unobs ured regions of sky have a visible opti al ounterpart, however there is
a small population of low{velo ity H i louds without visible opti al ounterparts whose
origins and signi an e are un lear. The RMS a ura y of the HiPASS positions is
found to be 1.9 ar minutes. The H i{mass range of galaxies dete ted is from  106 M
to  1011 M . There are a large number of late{type spirals in the SCC sample (66%),
ompared with 30% for opti ally{sele ted galaxies from the same region in the NASA
Extragala ti Database. The average ratio of H i mass to B luminosity of the sample
in reases a ording to opti al type, from 1.8 M /L for early types to 3.2 M /L for
late{type galaxies. The H i{dete ted galaxies tend to follow the large{s ale stru ture
tra ed by galaxies found in opti al surveys. From the number of galaxies dete ted in
this region of sky, we predi t the full HiPASS atalogue will ontain  5000 galaxies,
to a peak ux density limit of  39 mJy (3 ), although this may be a onservative
estimate as two large voids are present in the region. The H i mass fun tion for this
atalogue is presented in a subsequent paper.
Subje t headings:

galaxies:general; surveys; atalogs
1. Introdu tion

Galaxy evolution is largely driven by the gravitational ollapse of overdense regions, and the
onversion of gas into stars. At the present epo h, mu h gas has already been onverted into
stellar material, although signi ant quantities remain in the interstellar and intergala ti medium.
The largest amount is probably ionised and lo ked up in the di use and warm-hot phases of the
intergala ti medium (Dave et al. 2001). However, the ooler, neutral omponent an more easily
ondense into stars and galaxies. A dire t way of measuring the remaining neutral omponent,
irrespe tive of the brightness of any a ompanying starlight, is through dete tion of the 21{ m H i
line. The H i line is able to reveal primordial gas louds yet to ondense into stars, gas asso iated
with star-forming galaxies, as well as gas resulting from the photodisso iation of mole ular hydrogen
in regions of intense UV radiation (Smith et al. 2000; Allen 2001).
The H i ontent of galaxies depends to a degree on the environment in whi h the galaxy resides
(Haynes et al. 1984). Galaxies near the entre of lusters are likely to be H i de ient (Solanes et
al. 2001; Giovanalli & Haynes 1985), while gas removal e e ts are not as a ute in low density
regions and smaller galaxy groups (Hu htmeier et al. 1997; Valluri & Jog 1991). The H i ontent
of galaxies also varies a ording to their Hubble type. H i is predominately found in spiral galaxies
(Rao & Briggs 1993; Ho man et al. 1989), and Solanes et al. (1996) found that Sb galaxies generally
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had a higher H i mass ompared to other spirals. The H i ontent of dwarf galaxies varies with
their morphology. Low{luminosity irregular dwarfs are typi ally H i{ri h, while dwarf spheroidal
and ellipti al galaxies are rarely dete ted in neutral hydrogen (Carignan 1999; Kraan-Korteweg &
Tamman 1979). Low surfa e brightness (LSB) galaxies are typi ally H i{ri h, and the H i ontent
of LSB dwarf galaxies in reases with de reasing opti al luminosity (Staveley{Smith et al. 1992).
The H i ontent of E and S0 galaxies is low, with only 10{15% of these galaxies typi ally dete ted in
neutral hydrogen. It is ommonly thought that the majority of the H i seen in these galaxies is from
re ent or past a retion from a gas{ri h ompanion, as the H i distribution is typi ally irregular
(Duprie & S hneider 1996). However, there is eviden e of a small population of low{luminosity early
type galaxies and dwarf ellipti als that have an intrinsi ontent of neutral hydrogen (Oosterloo &
Morganti 2000; Sadler 1997), suggesting these galaxies had a di erent evolutionary path to more
luminous, H i poor ellipti als.
The neutral hydrogen (H i) ontent of the lo al Universe has hitherto largely been determined
using H i observations based on opti al or infra{red atalogues of galaxies. However, opti al atalogues are biased against galaxies of low opti al surfa e brightness (Impey & Bothun 1997; Disney
1976), so that a substantial part of the possibly H i{ri h galaxy population is missed in su h surveys. To obtain a thorough ensus of the neutral hydrogen in the lo al Universe, blind H i surveys
are ne essary. Although previous blind H i surveys have overed a range of large{s ale stru ture,
the total area surveyed so far is low. The most re ent, and largest, blind surveys by Sorar (1994),
Spitzak & S hneider (1998) and Rosenberg & S hneider (2000) looked at a range of Right As ension at parti ular De linations, thus enabling a variety of environments to be probed. The number
statisti s are low, with 65, 75 and 265 galaxies dete ted respe tively. The galaxies follow the same
large{s ale stru ture as galaxies dete ted opti ally in the same regions. Sorar (1994) and Spitzak &
S hneider (1998) found opti al ounterparts to all their H i dete tions, and Rosenberg & S hneider
(2000) nd that most of their dete tions have an opti al ounterpart, although some are of very
low surfa e brightness. In addition, blind H i surveys have been ondu ted through the opti ally
obs ured `Zone of Avoidan e' (ZOA) (Henning et al. 2000). Su h surveys are important in determining the lo al large{s ale stru ture, whi h is impossible to do opti ally in this region (Juraszek
et al. 2000). In luding these re ent ZOA surveys, no population of galaxies has been dete ted in
H i that has signi antly in reased the al ulated H i mass density of the lo al Universe.
The distribution of H i in the lo al Universe will soon be known better than ever before, due
to the ompletion of the largest ever survey for H i, the H i Parkes All{Sky Survey (HiPASS).
HiPASS has produ ed some ex iting results even in the early stages of analysis, in luding the
dis overy of ten new members of the Centaurus A Group (Banks et al. 1999), an H i loud at low
velo ity (Kilborn et al. 2000), and an H i loud asso iated with NGC 2442 (Ryder et al. 2001).
This paper des ribes the rst atalogue produ ed from  11% of the HiPASS survey region.
This region overs an area of 2400 deg2 in the Southern Celestial Cap (SCC). The atalogue
ontains 536 galaxies, ranging in mass from MHI  106 M to MHI  1011 M (H0 of 75 km s 1
Mp 1 is assumed throughout). While re ent surveys have been on entrating on in reasing the
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number statisti s of low{mass galaxies, this sample o upies a large volume whi h also enables the
in rease of statisti s on high{mass galaxies. The mass limit of the survey is approximately MHI
 106 D2 M , assuming a line{width of 100 km s 1, so the lowest mass galaxies lie within a few
Mp . The atalogue ontains 16 galaxies of low H i mass (MHI . 108 M ), and 7 galaxies with an
H i mass larger than 3  1010 M . Higher resolution H i observations were made for a number of
dete tions. These observations as well as the general properties of the sample will be dis ussed in
this paper.
The survey parameters are given in x 2, and the atalogue and sele tion riteria are des ribed
in x 3. The a ura ies of the HiPASS derived parameters are explored in x 4. The ompleteness
and reliability of the sample are dis ussed in x 5. The hara teristi s of galaxies dete ted in the
survey are presented in x 6, and the spatial distribution is ompared to opti ally known large{s ale
stru ture in x 7. The properties of the new H i galaxies are explored in x 8, and nally a summary
and predi tions for the full survey are presented in x 9. Throughout the paper, the quoted velo ities
are helio entri velo ities ( z), unless otherwise indi ated.
Mp

2. Survey Parameters

HiPASS surveyed the whole Southern sky in H i to De lination Æ < +2o , and is presently
ontinuing to the North, to Æ < +25o . A omplimentary survey, the H i Jodrell All Sky Survey
(H iJASS) is ontinuing northwards from Æ > +25o (Boy e et al. 2001). The HiPASS survey uses
the Multibeam 13{beam re eiver mounted on the Parkes teles ope18 . A 64{MHz bandpass with
1024 hannels is used, whi h gives velo ity overage from {1200 km s 1 to 12,700 km s 1. The
data are bandpass{ orre ted and gridded into 8o  8o ubes (Barnes et al. 2001; Barnes 1998).
On e the data are ubed, a further bandpass removal algorithm, luther (Barnes et al. 2001), is
run on ea h of the ubes. This algorithm makes a polynomial t to the ontinuum sour es in a data
ube, then subtra ts this template from ea h of the spe tra in the gridded ube, whi h results in
a ube where the ux from ontinuum sour es is minimised. The velo ity resolution is 18 km s 1,
but the hannel separation after ubing is 13.2 km s 1. The RMS noise level in the nal ubes is
 13 mJy beam 1. An example of the data quality an be seen in Figure 1. This gure shows a
Position{Velo ity diagram of part of a HiPASS ube. Gala ti emission is seen at  0 km s 1,
and the galaxy ESO 099-G 005 is obvious at  3600 km s 1.
The region of sky atalogued for this paper was the South Celestial Cap (SCC) region of the
sky, Æ < {62o . This was one of the rst regions of the sky to be ompleted to the full sensitivity
of HiPASS. The SCC region omprises 45 HiPASS ubes, and represents  11% of the HiPASS
survey. The solid angle overed in the region is 0.74 steradians, and the total volume overed over
The Parkes teles ope is part of the Australia Teles ope whi h is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia for
operation as a National Fa ility managed by CSIRO.
18
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the full velo ity range is  106 Mp 3.
3. The Catalogue

A atalogue of H i{sele ted galaxies was ompiled from the South Celestial Cap (SCC) region
of the sky, Æ < {62o . The atalogue ontains 536 galaxies, and 114 of these (21%) have no previous
opti al identi ation. In addition, new redshifts were determined for 134 previously atalogued
opti al galaxies. All galaxies found in the SCC region have a positive radial velo ity, even though
the negative velo ities were sear hed for galaxies.
Ea h andidate galaxy was he ked in the NASA/IPAC Extragala ti Database19 (NED) for a
known opti al ounterpart. Opti al images for all of the galaxies were obtained from the First Generation Digital Sky Survey20(dss i); for those with no opti al ounterpart in the First Generation
Survey, the image from the Se ond Generation Digital Sky Survey (dss ii) was obtained. As the
beam size of the survey is large, there is the possibility for onfusion as to the opti al ounterpart
to an H i dete tion where there is no available opti al redshift. In the ase where an opti al redshift
was not available, the nearest atalogued opti al galaxy is suggested as the ounterpart to the H i
dete tion. Opti al redshifts, or H i synthesis observations will be needed in the future to on rm
these opti al ounterparts. A small number of new dete tions lie at low velo ities in opti ally unobs ured regions, yet do not have obvious opti al ounterparts in either of the DSS images. One
of these dete tions, HiPASS J1712{64, has been studied in detail, but the nature and formation
of this loud is still un ertain (Kilborn et al. 2000). The nature of these new H i louds will be
dis ussed in a subsequent paper.
3.1. Galaxy Sele tion

The atalogue was produ ed as follows. The andidate galaxy list was formed by visually
sear hing the data ubes. The visual display program, kview (Goo h 1995) was used to sear h
through the data in three dimensions by displaying the data in 2 axes and stepping through the
third. Narrow line{width, bright galaxies were most easily seen when the data{ ube was displayed
in R.A. versus De . and stepped through velo ity. Large line{width, faint galaxies were more easily
dis overed when the data{ ube was displayed as R.A. or De . versus velo ity.
It was ne essary to impose sele tion riteria when ataloguing the galaxies, in order to generate
a onsistent list of H i dete tions. The sele tion riteria for this visual sample were that a dete tion
The NASA/IPAC Extragala ti Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Te hnology, under ontra t with the National Aeronauti s and Spa e Administration.
20
The Digitised Sky Survey, provided by the Spa e S ien e Institute, based on photographi data from the UK
S hmidt Teles ope.
19
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must: (1) be easily visible above the lo al noise ( 3), (2) have spatial extent either greater than
or equal to the beamsize (to ex lude interferen e), and (3) be visible over two or more velo ity
hannels. Negative velo ity regions were sear hed, but the helio entri velo ity range from {100
km s 1 . V . 200 km s 1 was not sear hed for galaxies due to onfusion aused by Gala ti
H i emission. The Large and Small Magellani Clouds and Magellani Stream and Leading Arm
were also ex luded from the sear h region, in the following spatial and velo ity ranges. The Large
Magellani Cloud (LMC) lies at R.A. = 05h 23m, De . = {69o 450 (J2000), at a helio entri velo ity
of 278 km s 1. It has an H i line{width of  150 km s 1, and a spatial extent of  15o  13o . The
Small Magellani Cloud (SMC) lies at R.A. = 00h 52m, De . = {72o 490 (J2000), at a helio entri
velo ity of 158 km s 1. The SMC has an H i line{width of  130 km s 1, and a spatial extent of
 7o  4o . The Magellani Stream, Leading Arm and asso iated emission is present in the SCC
region, between a helio entri velo ity of  +80km s 1 and  +400km s 1 (see Putman et al.
(1998)). Some regions obviously ontained high velo ity louds (HVCs; see Wakker & van Woerden
(1991) for a review of HVC properties), onsisting of a ontinuous distribution of resolved, narrow
width obje ts, with V . 450 km s 1; these regions were not sear hed for galaxies due to the high
probability of onfusion (see Putman et al. (2002) for a atalogue of HVCs in the region). Any
dete tion that was found in the HVC velo ity range but whi h was isolated and had no other HVCs
in the same ube was atalogued as a possible galaxy. Therefore six of the dete tions in luded
in the sample with low radial velo ity have ambiguous identities as to their status as an HVC or
galaxy. In addition it is likely that some nearby galaxies are not in luded in the atalogue if their
H i emission lies near that of the HVCs. Higher spatial and velo ity resolution observations will be
needed to distinguish su h galaxies from Gala ti and HVC H i emission.
To supplement the pure visual examination of the ubes, some obje ts were added to the atalogue as a result of running automated galaxy nding algorithms through the data. These nders,
MultiFind by Kilborn (2001) and a wavelet{based nder by Howlett (
), are
in a preliminary state of readiness, but produ ed an additional set of obje ts, 41 of whi h were
on rmed by visual examination and satis ed the same riteria as des ribed above. Mostly these
were faint obje ts with a peak ux . 5, or obje ts mistakenly missed in the visual sear h. Their
in lusion in reases the numbers of faint galaxies available for study, although as dis ussed later
(Se tion 5 and Kilborn (2002)), it does not make the present atalogue omplete at low ux density
levels.
private

ommuni ation

3.2. Parameterization and Classi ation of the Galaxies

For ea h of the dete tions, the parameters su h as ux density, helio entri velo ity and line{
width were measured in a semi-automated manner. A s ript was developed to step through the
tting pro ess, a epting user input at ea h stage. Using a semi-automated s ript ensures that
the measurements are onsistent, yet the user input allowed for reality he ks as the measurements
were made. MIRIAD routines were used at ea h step in the tting pro ess.
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Firstly, a two{dimensional Gaussian t (imfit) was made to a velo ity{integrated map of ea h
dete tion in order to determine the entral position of the galaxy as well as the spatial extent of
the H i. The entral position was then used to generate a spatially{integrated spe trum of the
dete tion, using a box size based on the extent of the H i. The spe trum was generated using
mbspe t, whi h gave a measurement of the peak and integrated ux of ea h dete tion, as well as
the 50% and 20% velo ity width, RMS noise and helio entri velo ity. The helio entri velo ity
was measured as the entral velo ity at the 20% velo ity width.
The Lo al Group orre tion for the radial velo ities used in this paper is
VLG

= V + 300sin l os b

(1)

where V is the Lo al Group velo ity, V is the helio entri velo ity in opti al onvention, and l
and b are the Gala ti longitude and latitude. At low velo ities, espe ially where V < 500 km s 1,
the distan e that an be derived from these orre ted velo ities is only an estimate due to pe uliar
motions arising from gravitational intera tions with other galaxies.
The galaxies in the SCC sample have been lassi ed a ording to their opti al morphology.
The lassi ation followed the s heme des ribed in \The Carnegie Atlas of Galaxies" (Sandage &
Bedke 1994). Classi ations of previously atalogued opti al galaxies were taken from the NED
database. It is possible that in orre t or misleading lassi ations have been made with galaxies
of small opti al angular extent due to the poor resolution of the dss i images. Thus the opti al
types have been divided into four broad lasses for analysis - Early Types (E/S0), Early Spirals
(Sa-b), Late Spirals (S -d), and Late Types (Sm, Im, Irr/pe and dwarf), ignoring any bars. In
addition, a number of galaxies ould not be lassi ed due to opti al obs uration from the Gala ti
plane. The nal problem for opti al lassi ation of galaxies was possible onfusion in the Parkes
beam. Galaxies were agged if the opti al ounterpart was onfused or intera ting, or if an opti al
identi ation was not possible. A galaxy was labelled as onfused if there was more than one opti al
galaxy either of unknown redshift or with the same known redshift as the H i dete tion, within a
ve ar minute radius of the HiPASS position.
Table 1 is the SCC atalogue of galaxies with derived H i uxes, and opti al properties where
available [The omplete version of this table is in the ele troni edition of the Journal. The printed
edition ontains only a sample℄. The olumns in the table are as follows:
(1) HiPASS Name; (2) Right As ension (J2000); (3) De lination (J2000); (4) Helio entri
Velo ity, determined as the enter of the 20% velo ity width from mbspe t (km s 1); (5) 20%
Velo ity width (km s 1 ); (6) 50% Velo ity width (km s 1 ); (7) Peak Flux Density (Jy); (8) Total
Flux (Jy km s 1); (9) log MHI M (V orre ted as in Equation 1); (10) Previously atalogued
opti al name (if exists); (11) Velo ity of atalogued opti al ounterpart; (12) Opti al morphology.
Galaxies that are onfused in their identi ation are marked with a double dagger on their opti al
lassi ation. Dete tions that have been on rmed with further observations are marked with an
LG

LG
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asterisk (see Se tion 5 for details).
4. A ura y of the derived

HiPASS Parameters

The a ura y of the HiPASS parameter values has been tested using two methods. Firstly, high
resolution synthesis observations are ompared to the HiPASS derived values, then the HiPASS
derived uxes are ompared with those of published atalogues.
Follow{up H i synthesis observations were made at the Australia Teles ope Compa t Array21
(ATCA). Thirty{seven andidates were observed with the ATCA, using either the 750m or 375m
arrays, of whi h 27 galaxies were dete ted. Galaxies without previous opti al identi ations, or
without obvious opti al ounterparts, were hosen for these observations. The observations were
made using an 8{MHz bandpass with 512 hannels, whi h gave a hannel separation of 3.3 km s 1,
and a FWHM resolution of 4.0 km s 1 before smoothing. The observations were made in 'snap{
shot' mode, with typi ally 5{6 uts giving total integration time of  3 hours. The data were
redu ed using the miriad data redu tion pa kage. A se ondary alibrator was observed with ea h
galaxy to alibrate the phase, and the primary alibrator, PKS 1934{638 was used to set the
primary ux density s ale. The data were edited and alibrated, and the bandpass was removed.
Bright ontinuum sour es were removed by tting and subtra ting straight lines to the line{free
hannels in the visibility domain using the miriad task uvlin. The data were then ubed using
natural weighting so as to give the sour e the highest signal{to{noise possible. The ubes were
leaned until the absolute maximum residual fell below 3 times the theoreti al noise for the ube
(typi al RMS  7 mJy beam 1). Finally, the data were restored, and hanning smoothed.
Table 2 gives the H i derived parameters for the galaxies from the ATCA follow{up observations. The olumns are:
(1) HiPASS name; (2) and (3) Central Right As ension and De lination (J2000) from the ATCA
data; (4) Helio entri velo ity (km s 1); (5) and (6) 50% and 20% velo ity width, derived from
the miriad task, mbspe t (in km s 1); (7) Peak ux density - derived from the spatially integrated Hanning smoothed spe trum, using mbspe t (in Jy); (8) Integrated ux - also derived
from mbspe t (in Jy km s 1); (9) Observation month and Year; (10) ATCA array used for the
observations.
Ten andidates were not dete ted in the ATCA observations. Three of the dete tions had low
peak ux densities (< 3). In Parkes on rmation follow-up observations (see se tion 5), two of
these low- ux sour es were not re-dete ted and thus were taken out of the sample, and one was
re-dete ted and therefore kept in the sample. The remaining seven andidates lay well above the
HiPASS noise but were resolved out in the ATCA data (all were observed using the 750m array).
The Australia Teles ope Compa t Array is funded by the Commonwealth of Australia for operation as a National
Fa ility managed by CSIRO.
21
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The positional a ura y of the original HiPASS dete tions is now ompared with the follow{up
ATCA observations. Figure 2(a) shows the di eren e in position between the ATCA and HiPASS
observations. No orrelated o set an be seen between the two sets of H i positions, and the RMS
of the s atter for the o set is 1.9 ar min in luding both R.A. and De . This ompares to the
predi ted range of positional errors from the gridding pro ess of  3 ar min for a 3 dete tion to
 1 ar min for a 10 dete tion (Barnes 1998). The obje t with the largest ATCA to HiPASS
o set (HiPASS J0305{69) is lying on an interferen e spike in the original HiPASS ube, whi h
hampered the al ulation of its entroid position.
Figure 2(b) shows the ATCA and HiPASS measurements for the 50% velo ity width. The
two measurements agree well for most of the sample. There are two galaxies for whi h the velo ity
width determined from HiPASS is higher than the ATCA derived velo ity width. HiPASS J1650{
62 has a low signal{to{noise ratio, and the di eren e in measurements appears to be due to noise
in the spe trum. The ux dete ted in the ATCA observations is just 22% of the ux dete ted
in HiPASS, and this appears to have a e ted the velo ity measurement of this galaxy as well.
The higher velo ity emission was not dete ted in the ATCA data leading to the on lusion that
the higher velo ity hannels of this galaxy ontain extended emission. HiPASS J0908{64 also has
a substantial di eren e between the HiPASS derived V50 and the ATCA V50 . This galaxy
is a strong sour e, but the ATCA map indi ates some extended emission, and the lower ux
emission may have been missed in the ATCA spe trum. In fa t, 70% of the HiPASS ux is
missed in the ATCA observations. Most of the galaxies had a lower total ux measure from the
ATCA observations, as expe ted due to the in omplete U{V overage in the synthesis observations.
However the full ux was dete ted for seven of the 27 galaxies. The velo ities determined from
the ATCA and HiPASS observations mat hed very well, apart from HiPASS J1650-62 whi h was
previously dis ussed.
In addition to the synthesis observations, two atalogues have been used to ompare and
he k the uxes derived from HiPASS. Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) ompiled a atalogue of 9500
galaxies. Forty-one galaxies in the SCC sample had entries for total integrated ux in this atalogue.
The se ond omparison atalogue was ompiled by Mathewson et al. (1992), who published H i data
from pointed observations of 551 galaxies observed with the Parkes Teles ope. Thirty-three galaxies
from this atalogue were present in the SCC sample. Figure 3 shows a omparison of integrated ux
for the overlapping 74 galaxies from both atalogues. The uxes from the homogeneous Mathewson
et al. (1992) atalogue agree very well with the HiPASS derived uxes, while the heterogeneous
Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) uxes agree to a lesser extent. There is no dependen e on the ux
ratio with the ux of the galaxies (see Figure 4). The uxes agree to  20% for the Mathewson et
al. (1992) omparison and signi antly worse for the Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) ompilation.
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5. Completeness and Reliability

Well above the ux density limit, the SCC atalogue is expe ted to be omplete and reliable.
However, loser to the ux density limit this situation hanges. The approximate 3  ux density
dete tion limit for the atalogue is 39 mJy beam 1, however, due to variations in the RMS level
for the di erent ubes, and as the sour es were sele ted largely by visual inspe tion, the initial
atalogue ontained sour es with peak ux densities down to 20 mJy. Figure 5 shows the RMS
of ea h of the ubes in the SCC region, al ulated using the AIPS++ stats routine. This shows,
that while the mean RMS is  13 mJy beam 1, the a tual RMS of ea h ube varies from 9{17 mJy
beam 1 depending on the ube. This means that galaxies in parti ular ubes are more dete table
than others. The main variation arises where the ubes ross the Gala ti Plane, as at this position
the o urren e of re ombination lines is higher, and the number of ontinuum sour es is higher in
these regions. Due this RMS variation, a large number of galaxies were atalogued with a peak
ux density of less than the average 3  value of 39 mJy.
To test the reliability of the atalogue, a sele tion of sour es were re-observed at the Parkes
Radioteles ope, using the narrow-band re eiver in pointed mode. The sour es had a variety of peak
ux densities, ranging from 20 mJy to over 200 mJy. From these on rmation tests, it was found
that the reliability of dete tions with a peak ux density less than the mean 3  (39 mJy) was
poor. Only 50% of the galaxies observed at these low ux densities were re-dete ted. However,
above the 3  limit, the re-dete tion rate was extremely good. Only one galaxy with a peak ux
density of 41 mJy, was not re-dete ted. Due to this, all sour es with a peak ux density < 39 mJy,
and a number of other sour es with a range of peak ux densities, were subsequently re-observed in
narrow-band mode at Parkes. About 50% of the andidates were re-dete ted, and those that were
not, were taken out of the atalogue. The atalogue presented in this paper is now expe ted to
ontain few false dete tions, thus the reliability is very high. Figure 6 shows a plot of velo ity width
versus peak ux density for the sour es that were on rmed at Parkes ( lled ir les), those not
on rmed ( rosses), and those yet to be observed (open squares). It an be seen that all galaxies
re-observed with a peak ux density above 41 mJy were re-dete ted, and there does not seem to
be any relationship between the reliability of a dete tion and its velo ity width.
Even though the reliability of this atalogue is high, near the ux density limit, the atalogue
is in omplete, meaning that it is most likely missing many weak sour es. The ompleteness of the
atalogue is diÆ ult to de ne parti ularly as sour es were sele ted largely by visual inspe tion.
Therefore, for statisti al purposes, further ux density uts will be required. Appropriate values
for mass fun tion al ulation are dis ussed by Kilborn (2002).
6. Chara teristi s of the Sample

The hara teristi s of the sample are summarized in Table 3. Galaxies were dete ted from
300 km s 1 to 10610 km s 1. Below a velo ity of 2000 km s 1 the number of galaxies dete ted
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by HiPASS outnumbers those with already known redshifts from opti al surveys. 155 galaxies
were dete ted with a velo ity less than 2000 km s 1 in HiPASS ompared with the 112 opti ally
identi ed galaxies that have known redshifts from the NED database. Of the 112 already known
galaxies with redshifts, 82 were re-dete ted with HiPASS. Thus the total number of galaxies with
known redshifts less than 2000 km s 1 in the SCC region is now 185. The velo ity distribution of
galaxies in the South Celestial Cap ompared with that of all NED22 galaxies of known velo ity
in the same region is shown in Figure 7. It is evident that the velo ity distribution of HiPASS
galaxies does not follow that of opti al galaxies in NED. This is expe ted as the sensitivity limits
for opti al surveys and HiPASS are di erent. In addition, HiPASS may not dete t nearby lusters
of galaxies, due to their de ien y in neutral gas. Solanes et al. (2001) nd that two thirds of the
lusters they surveyed showed a de ien y of H i near the ore whi h suggests that HiPASS may
tend to miss su h lusters. So while many opti al surveys on entrate on opti al lusters, HiPASS
may not dete t them at all. This e e t was most re ently seen by Waugh et al. (2002), who looked
at HiPASS data of the Fornax luster and found very few galaxies in the entral regions of the
luster. The large beam size of the Parkes teles ope also makes the individual dete tion of galaxies
in lusters harder, with the problem rising with in reasing distan e to the luster.
The H i mass distribution for the SCC sample is shown in Figure 8(a). The dashed line
represents the distribution for the whole sample, and the solid line shows the H i mass distribution
of newly dete ted galaxies. The mass range for the sample is larger than for previous surveys, with
the lowest mass galaxy having  5  106 M of H i and the highest mass galaxy with  9  1010 M
of H i. Most of the H i mass in the sample is ontained in galaxies with MHI  109 { 1010 M . The
highest mass galaxy dete ted in the sample is HiPASS J2123{69, with a velo ity of 10247 km s 1.
There are several opti al galaxies visible near the position of this H i dete tion, so higher resolution
H i observations are needed to determine whether the high mass is due to onfusion of two galaxies
in the Parkes beam. Of the ten most massive galaxies in the sample, only one lies loser than 6500
km s 1, and that galaxy is NGC 6744, whi h lies at a velo ity of V = 715 km s 1. Synthesis
observations of all the most massive galaxies are urrently underway at the ATCA, to determine
whether these galaxies are single gravitationally bound obje ts, or several galaxies onfused in the
Parkes beam. Overall, the H i mass distribution of the new galaxies follows that of the previously
atalogued galaxies, although only new galaxies are present in the extreme H i mass bins.
Figure 8(b) shows the distribution of 20% velo ity widths (V20 ) for the sample. The largest
velo ity width is V20 = 770 km s 1, but this is a onfused dete tion in the Parkes beam omprising
the galaxies NGC 6872 and IC 4970. The smallest velo ity width galaxy in the sample is HiPASS
J1614{72, whi h has V20 = 35 km s 1 , whi h is just twi e the velo ity resolution of HiPASS.
This dete tion is one of the onfused HVC/dwarf galaxies, and lies at a low systemi velo ity. The
mean V20 for the sample is V20 = 240 km s 1, and the mean 50% velo ity width for the sample
is V50 = 186 km s 1.
LG
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It is noted that the NED opti al atalogue is heterogeneous, so that omparison is diÆ ult.
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6.1. Opti al Properties

The majority of galaxies in the SCC sample are lassi ed as Spirals (309 galaxies, or 68%).
There were more late{type spirals than early, with 28% being Sa/Sb and 40% lassi ed as S /Sd.
The number of S0s in the sample is low, 20 or  6%, and there were just two galaxies lassi ed
as Ellipti al. The majority of the newly dete ted galaxies that ould be opti ally identi ed were
faint late types. Eighty-eight galaxies ould not be opti ally identi ed due to either their Gala ti
obs uration, or the presen e of two or more possible opti al andidates. Three galaxies were seen
to be intera ting from their opti al images, and 68 galaxies were onfused in the Parkes beam.
1398 galaxies with known redshifts have been atalogued opti ally in the SCC region, a ording
to the NED database. Of these, 793 have morphologi al lassi ations from NED. 448 galaxies in
the SCC atalogue were able to be morphologi ally lassi ed. The per entage break down of opti al
morphology of all opti al galaxies in the SCC region with lassi ations ompared to the break-up
of opti al types of the HiPASS galaxies is shown in Figure 9. The distribution of galaxy type in
the opti al atalogues is quite di erent to that in the HiPASS atalogue. The opti al atalogues
ontain a mu h higher per entage of early{type galaxies (24% opti al f. 6% HiPASS), while the
HiPASS atalogue has a mu h greater number of late-type galaxies (26% HiPASS f. 4% opti al).
The per entage of spirals in ea h sample is similar, but the early spirals dominate the opti al sample
while the late spirals dominate the HiPASS atalogue.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of H i mass{to{light ratios for the SCC sample. The opti al
luminosity was determined from the B magnitudes given in the ESO-LV atalogue for the previously
atalogued galaxies, or from opti al observations from the MSSSO 40 in h teles ope (Marquarding
2000) for some of the new HiPASS dete tions. Most of the galaxies dete ted with HiPASS have
an MHI=L < 5, but 28 galaxies have a higher MHI=L . The galaxy with the highest MHI=L is
HiPASS J0019{77, with MHI=L = 24. This is a previously known ESO galaxy, but the HiPASS
observation represents the rst H i dete tion. This parti ular dete tion may be onfused however,
as there are two opti al galaxies lose by, and only one has a measured redshift. Table 4 gives the
hMHI =L i for the di erent opti al morphologies. The mean H i mass{to{light ratios for galaxies of
di erent Hubble type varies from 1.8 for early{types, to 3.2 for late{types. The average value for
the early{types in parti ular is quite high. Within the sample of 10 early{types for whi h opti al
information was available, there is only one galaxy with an ellipti al lassi ation (MHI =L = 0.3),
with the rest lassi ed as S0 (hMHI =L i = 1.9). Half of the S0 galaxies are a tually lassi ed as
S0 pe uliar, possibly indi ating an intera tion in the past, and this ould explain the high value for
hMHI =L i. Also two of the S0 galaxies are labelled as onfused, and the H i may be asso iated with
nearby S galaxies. The early and late spiral galaxies have similar hMHI =L i, but the average value
for the early spirals is in uen ed by the in lusion of HiPASS J0019{77, whi h has an MHI=L of
24, whi h is mu h higher than the other early spiral galaxies. The median values show an in rease
in MHI =L from early to late spiral galaxies.
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7. Spatial Distribution of the

H i Sele

ted Galaxies

The distribution of the HiPASS galaxies on the sky is similar to the distribution of already
known galaxies in the region. Figure 11 shows the HiPASS galaxies plotted, with the previously
atalogued galaxies with a redshift in the HiPASS dete tion range. The newly dis overed HiPASS
galaxies do not ll the voids, and follow the general distribution of the opti ally atalogued galaxies.
The ex eption is near the Gala ti plane, where the atalogue of opti al galaxies is in omplete.
Several opti al lusters an be seen in Figure 11, eg: the pavo ii luster at (l; b) = (332.3,{
23.5), V = 4167 km s 1 . This luster has more than 30 opti ally lassi ed members, yet only
one is dete ted in HiPASS. The lustering properties and orrelation fun tion for this sample is
investigated further in Tantisrisuk et al. (2002).
The distribution of HiPASS galaxies for di erent velo ity ranges is now ompared to known
opti al large{s ale stru ture based on maps by Fairall (1998). Figures 12 and 13 show the distribution of HiPASS galaxies: those with previous opti al ounterparts are indi ated by lled ir les
and galaxies with no previous opti al identi ations are shown with stars. The Magellani Clouds
are shown by the large un lled ir les on ea h plot. Major features are noted, and are des ribed
below.
The main stru ture seen at the lowest velo ities (V < 1000km s 1) is the edge of the Centaurus
wall, whi h runs perpendi ular to the Gala ti plane at a Gala ti longitude of  330o . A number of
new dete tions were dis overed in this region. Mostly they are ambiguous HVC/galaxy dete tions
without visible opti al ounterparts. The Centaurus wall is an edge{on feature that runs parallel
to the Supergala ti plane. This velo ity range represents only  0:05% of the total volume of the
SCC region, but this is the limiting velo ity range for nding low{mass galaxies (M . 108 M ).
Between velo ities 1000 km s 1 and 1999 km s 1, the Fornax wall appears: The Fornax luster
lies o the plot in the dire tion of the top right orner. The Fornax wall is a fa e{on feature. In the
next velo ity region (2000 km s 1 to 2999 km s 1) a fragment of the Fornax wall is present, and
the Eridanus void an be seen to the bottom left of the plot. The stru ture of galaxies ontinues
moving to the right as we look deeper in velo ity, and between velo ities of 3000 km s 1 and 3999
km s 1 the Pavo spur is quite obvious, and the Eridanus void is still present. There are a number
of new galaxies towards the plane of the Galaxy at this velo ity, and it is possible we are seeing a
new stru ture that joins the Fornax and Centaurus lusters via the Fornax wall.
The edge of the Centaurus wall is evident again between the velo ities of 4000 km s 1 and
4999 km s 1 , and the Eridanus void is starting to disappear. The next velo ity range, 5000 km s 1
to 5999 km s 1, ontains the start of the S ulptor void, along with a several new galaxies towards
the plane of the Milky Way.
Due to the sparsity of HiPASS dete tions above a velo ity of 6000 km s 1, no large{s ale
stru ture has been indi ated. In the velo ity range 6000 km s 1 to 7000 km s 1 , the number of
new HiPASS galaxies outnumbers the number of galaxies HiPASS dete ted with known opti al
HI
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ounterparts. On e again the new galaxies tend to be found towards the plane of the Galaxy. There
are still a signi ant number of new galaxies being dete ted above a velo ity of 7000 km s 1 , and
in this velo ity range only large H i mass galaxies have ux limits above the HiPASS sensitivity
limit.
8. Properties of the Newly Dete ted Galaxies

One hundred and fourteen galaxies without previous NED identi ations were found in the
SCC region of sky. The new galaxies mainly onsist of opti ally faint galaxies, ompa t high
surfa e brightness galaxies, and galaxies opti ally obs ured by the Milky Way. A large H i loud
was dete ted near the galaxy NGC 2442 whi h does not seem to have any asso iated opti al emission
(Ryder et al. 2001). In addition a number of isolated H i louds were found at velo ities between
300 km s 1 and 500 km s 1, in luding the H i loud HiPASS J1712-64 (Kilborn et al. 2000). It is
un ertain whether these louds are extragala ti or whether they are a produ t of the Magellani
Clouds/Galaxy intera tion. A large per entage of the new galaxies lie along the Gala ti Plane,
although a number of dwarf galaxies were dis overed that were not in visually obs ured regions.
A ouple of galaxies were found visually obs ured by the Large Magellani Cloud, whi h will be
important for unbiased measurements of dust extin tion in the Clouds (Dutra et al. 2001).
As mentioned in Se tion 4, a number of these new galaxies have been observed at the ATCA.
In general, the galaxies hosen for observation were those with no obvious opti al ounterpart
on the DSS images. Of those galaxies dete ted with the ATCA, all apart from the previously
mentioned HiPASS J1712-64 have opti al emission asso iated with them. Two examples of high
surfa e brightness new dete tions are shown in Figure 14. HIPASS J0305{69 onsists of two H i
lumps, with a ompa t opti al ounterpart asso iated with the larger lump. There is another
ompa t opti al ounterpart for the smaller lump, but it is un lear whether this ounterpart is a
foreground star, or emission asso iated with the galaxy. HIPASS J1816{67 has a very large H i disk
surrounding the ompa t opti al ounterpart. In both these dete tions the opti al ounterparts are
hardly more extended than the foreground stars, leading to them being missed in previous opti al
galaxy surveys. Four low{mass LSB galaxies were dete ted. These galaxies all have a smooth
distribution of H i, with a faint opti al ounterpart lying in the highest olumn density region of
their disks. The disks are typi ally 2{3 times the spatial size than the visible opti al ounterpart.
The lowest{mass new galaxy dete ted was HiPASS J1247{77, whi h has an H i mass of 4.6 106
M for an estimated distan e of 2.2 Mp . The ATCA synthesis image overlaid on the dss i opti al
image is shown in Figure 15. This galaxy lies lose to emission from the Magellani Clouds, and is
also nearby the dwarf galaxy IC 3104, whi h lies at 430 km s 1.
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9. Summary

The SCC atalogue allows the study of the H i ontent of galaxies free from any opti al bias
in the sample sele tion. The a ura y of HiPASS dete tions was determined using follow{up
observations at the ATCA. The positional RMS from the ATCA observations was 1.9 ar minutes.
The H i sele ted galaxies followed the large{s ale stru ture laid out by opti al atalogues, although
the number of H i dete tions in opti al regions of high galaxy density was not high. The mass range
of the sample is very large { from  5  106 M to  9  1010 M , whi h is the largest mass range
from a blind H i survey of galaxies. The size of the atalogue allows for the opti al properties of
the H i{ri h galaxies to be studied. More late{type galaxies were found in the H i sample, with
58% of galaxies being either late spirals or late{types, ompared to 30% for the known opti ally
sele ted galaxies in the same region. The H i mass{to{light ratio in reased from a mean value of
1.8 for early type galaxies to 3.2 for late{types. The galaxies are mu h more gas ri h than typi al
values from opti al samples.
Galaxies without previously atalogued opti al ounterparts generally had either an LSB ounterpart nearby, were lo ated near a bright star, or were in the opti ally obs ured ZOA. A small
number of H i louds without opti al ounterparts was found, but these lay at low velo ities, and
it is un lear whether these are extragala ti H i louds or HVCs that are asso iated with the Magellani Clouds/Galaxy intera tion. From the number of galaxies dete ted in this region, we predi t
that the full survey will ontain in ex ess of 5000 galaxies, down to a peak ux limit of 39 mJy.
This number is a lower limit, as the presented atalogue is likely to be in omplete at this ux level,
and with improved galaxy dete tion algorithms the nal atalogue should be more omplete. In
addition there were two voids in the SCC region { the S ulptor and Eridanus voids { whi h has
possibly resulted in fewer dete tions in this region than in HiPASS on average.
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Fig. 1.| A se tion of a HiPASS data ube at roughly onstant De lination. Visible are Gala ti
H i emission at 0 km s 1, and the galaxy ESO 099-G 005 at  3600 km s 1.
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Fig. 2.| (a) Di eren e in R.A. and De . for the ATCA measurements and HiPASS measurements.
The RMS of the s atter is 2.1 ar min for R.A. and 1.7 ar min for De . (b) V50 from HiPASS
versus V50 from the ATCA. The solid line represents equal velo ity width measurements. Two
measurements lie faraway from this line due to the ATCA resolving out part of the ux of these
galaxies.
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Fig. 3.| Integrated ux measurements from the Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) atalogue (stars)
and the Mathewson et al. (1992) atalogue ( ir les), ompared to HiPASS measurements. The
Mathewson et al. (1992) measurements ompare quite well with HiPASS uxes, while the Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) tend to be higher. The HiPASS uxes tend to be lower than the previous
measurements.
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Fig. 4.| [Left℄ No relationship is seen between the ratio of previous to HiPASS uxes with
integrated ux. The symbols are the same as in Figure 3. [Right℄ The orresponding histogram of
ux ratios. Most of the Mathewson et al. (1992) uxes agree with the HiPASS uxes within 20%.
The s atter is larger for the Hu htmeier & Ri hter (1989) uxes.
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Fig. 5.| RMS noise in SCC ubes. The RMS is higher in ubes that lie near the Gala ti Plane.
HiPASS ubes are approximately 8Æ  8Æ. Cube 1 is entred at De . 90Æ ; ubes 2{9 are entred
between R.A. 0h and 24h at De . 82Æ ; ubes 10{24 are entred between R.A. 0h and 24h at De .
74Æ , and ubes 25{45 are entred between R.A. 0h and 24h at De . 66Æ . The quantisation of
the RMS values is aused by the 16{bit integer pre ision that is used in the ubing.
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Fig. 6.| Narrow-band on rmation dete tions. The open squares are galaxies yet to be on rmed,
the lled ir les are on rmed dete tions and the rosses are galaxies not re- on rmed in pointed
narrow-band observations. Galaxies with lower ux densities tended to be less reliable, and the
velo ity width of the dete tion does not seem to orrelate with the reliability.
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Fig. 7.| Velo ity Distribution of the SCC sample (solid line), and all galaxies in the NED database
with known redshift (dotted line).
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Fig. 8.| (a) H i Mass Distribution for the SCC Sample. The dashed line shows the H i mass
distribution for the full sample, and the solid line shows the H i mass distribution of the newly
dete ted galaxies. (b) Distribution of 20% velo ity widths for the SCC Sample (not orre ted for
in lination).
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Fig. 9.| Morphologi al lassi ations for all opti ally identi ed galaxies in the SCC region (solid
line), and all HiPASS galaxies in the SCC region (dashed line).
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Fig. 10.| Distribution of H i mass-to-light ratios for galaxies with published ESO-LV Bmagnitudes.
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Fig. 11.| Spatial distribution of SCC galaxies. The diamonds show HiPASS galaxies, and the
lled ir les show previously atalogued opti al galaxies in the same velo ity range as the SCC
sample.
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Fig. 12.| Distribution of South Cap galaxies in 4 velo ity ranges (i). Filled ir les are HiPASS
dete tions with a known opti al ounterpart, and the stars are new HiPASS dete tions. The large
open ir les represent the Magellani Clouds.
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Fig. 13.| Distribution of South Cap galaxies in 4 velo ity ranges (ii). Filled ir les are HiPASS
dete tions with a known opti al ounterpart, and the stars are new HiPASS dete tions. The large
open ir les represent the Magellani Clouds.
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Fig. 14.| ATCA observations of previously un atalogued high surfa e brightness galaxies. The
ATCA H i ontours are overlaid on DSS i images. The opti al ounterparts are ompa t, resulting
in their being missed in opti al surveys. The beam for the H i observations is shown in the bottom
left orner of ea h image.
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Fig. 15.| ATCA observation of a previously un atalogued low surfa e brightness galaxy, HiPASS
J1247{77. This galaxies lies at a velo ity of 411 km s 1, and has an H i mass of just 4.6 106 M
at the distan e of 2.2 Mp . The beam is shown in the bottom left orner of the image.

Table 1. South Celestial Cap H i Catalogue. Dete tions on rmed with Parkes narrow{band
observations are marked with an asterisk, and HI dete tions with a onfused opti al ounterpart
are marked with a double dagger. [The omplete version of this table is in the ele troni edition
of the Journal. The printed edition ontains only a sample℄
HIPASS Name
80
70
77
63
64
76
63
80
66
75
68
85
65
80
69

De .
Vel
 20
 50 Speak
Sint
log HI
Opti al ID
Vopt Morphology
J2000
km s 1 km s 1 km s 1 Jy Jykm s 1
km s 1
80:20:21.1
1959
130
97 0.218
20.53
9.43 ESO 012 G 014
1953 SBm
70:02:32.9
4190
105
78 0.120
8.15
9.76 ESO 050 G 006
4135 SB d
77:06:12.7
1790
140
118 0.171
16.78
9.26 ESO LV 0280141
 SBbz
63:52:35.9
1760
189
168 0.084
10.68
9.07 ESO 078 G 022
1775 Sb
64:18:52.5
2661
465
390 0.113
32.22
9.94 AM 0029 643
 Sbz
76:19:13.2
1758
99
69 0.053
3.49
8.56  
 dS0
63:27:05.1
1713
194
157 0.174
24.92
9.41 ESO 079 G 005
1721 SB d
80:46:43.9
4109
523
267 0.082
21.14
10.14 ESO 013 IG 001
4169 Sa
66:32:44.4
1666
142
113 0.057
5.33
8.71 ESO 079 G 007
1674 Sa
75:19:40.5
4363
350
233 0.045
8.31
9.80  
 dI
68:09:14.5
6994
405
180 0.055
10.90
10.35 ESO 051 G 011
6944 Sab
85:32:31.5
4659
312
273 0.039
8.18
9.84 ESO 002 G 012
4640 S
65:37:44.8
2311
425
358 0.082
21.97
9.64 NGC 0360
2284 S d
80:13:58.4
1812
173
151 0.085
10.77
9.07 ESO 013 G 009
1808 SB d
69:52:16.7
1506
266
242 0.197
39.64
9.47 NGC 0406
1509 SB
V

V

M

M
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HIPASSJ0002
HIPASSJ0014
HIPASSJ0019
HIPASSJ0020
HIPASSJ0032
HIPASSJ0039
HIPASSJ0040
HIPASSJ0046
HIPASSJ0049
HIPASSJ0050
HIPASSJ0100
HIPASSJ0100
HIPASSJ0102
HIPASSJ0102
HIPASSJ0107

R.A.
J2000
00:02:54.1
00:14:01.2
00:19:50.6
00:20:59.2
00:32:02.2
00:39:39.6
00:40:54.0
00:46:03.4
00:49:57.4
00:50:33.8
01:00:01.2
01:00:20.0
01:02:48.3
01:02:48.1
01:07:27.0
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Table 2: Derived parameters for the 27 galaxies dete ted with the ATCA
HIPASS Name

HIPASSJ0039{76
HIPASSJ0116{63
HIPASSJ0159{83
HIPASSJ0209{75
HIPASSJ0305{69
HIPASSJ0411{70
HIPASSJ0511{72
HIPASSJ0554{71
HIPASSJ0729{75
HIPASSJ0751{62
HIPASSJ0908{64
HIPASSJ1004{73
HIPASSJ1150{69
HIPASSJ1242{77
HIPASSJ1247{77
HIPASSJ1339{72
HIPASSJ1407{75
HIPASSJ1456{72
HIPASSJ1512{72
HIPASSJ1648{69
HIPASSJ1650{62
HIPASSJ1705{68
HIPASSJ1816{67
HIPASSJ2039{63
HIPASSJ2214{67
HIPASSJ2247{73
HIPASSJ2309{74

R.A.

J2000

00:39:08
01:16:48
02:00:11
02:09:01
03:05:24
04:11:38
05:11:34
05:54:42
07:28:43
07:51:33
09:08:21
10:05:03
11:51:35
12:42:06
12:47:35
13:39:23
14:07:28
14:56:42
15:11:56
16:48:13
16:49:49
17:05:55
18:15:45
20:39:01
22:13:46
22:48:14
23:08:40

De .

J2000

{76:20:12
{63:30:01
{83:59:16
{75:56:11
{68:56:31
{70:14:13
{72:18:21
{71:55:50
{75:03:21
{62:19:59
{64:42:10
{73:51:15
{69:48:26
{77:55:19
{77:34:53
{72:54:54
{75:53:24
{72:33:10
{72:51:28
{69:08:14
{62:33:05
{68:57:33
{67:01:36
{63:46:15
{67:24:19
{73:48:49
{74:49:52

Vel

km s

1

1739
2301
3498
1653
1364
7155
1525
1473
1118
6106
1839
1243
6810
2654
413
3220
2795
3110
3000
4683
4226
7826
3312
1644
3178
3378
2073

V20

km s

1

92
136
109
188
131
79
92
64
136
77
73
58
73
76
50
149
145
154
424
352
122
348
190
65
56
167
147

V50 Speak

km s

1

56
119
93
175
117
65
72
58
80
56
39
42
26
64
29
136
108
121
408
313
89
288
183
52
41
154
98

Sint Obs

Jy Jy.km s

0.076
0.017
0.045
0.048
0.033
0.030
0.064
0.044
0.092
0.024
0.073
0.152
0.035
0.057
0.122
0.032
0.089
0.041
0.211
0.105
0.042
0.021
0.058
0.091
0.036
0.013
0.019

1

3.1
1.3
3.0
5.14
2.4
1.1
3.8
2.2
6.3
1.3
3.4
5.7
1.2
2.9
4.1
2.4
8.0
3.2
61.1
16.1
2.7
3.5
7.0
4.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Array

Jun99
750
Jun99
750
De 98
750
O t97
375
May00 750
May00 750
O t97
375
O t97
375
Jun99
750
De 99 375/750
Jun99
750
Jun98
750
May00 750
Jun98
750
Jun98
750
Jun98
750
Jun98
750
May00 750
May00 750
Jun99
750
May00 750
De 99
750
Jun99
750
De 99
750
Jun99
750
O t97
375
Jun98
750
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Table 3: Chara teristi s of the SCC sample

Area surveyed
2400 deg2
Velo ities surveyed
{1200 { 12,700 km s 1
Velo ities atalogued
300 { 10610 km s 1
Average RMS
13 mJy beam 1
Number of Galaxies in Catalogue
536
New Galaxies
114
New redshifts (of atalogued galaxies)
134
5  106 9  1010 M
Mass range
Mean Velo ity
3313 km s 1
Mean V20
240 km s 1
Mean V50
186 km s 1
Mean MHI =LB
1.7 M /L
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Table 4: Chara teristi s of galaxies of di erent opti al lassi ation.
hMHI =LB i

Median MHI =LB
Number with measured LB

Early Type Early Spiral Late Spiral Late Type
1.8
2.0
2.2
3.2
1.3
1.3
1.6
2.1
8
63
118
54

